
Write a sentence and draw a picture to go with these 2 words.

Find the Missing Word
This week, we are looking at adding ‘-er’ and ‘-est’ to adjectives without changing  
the adjective.

Choose the right spelling pattern to finish these sentences.

1. Brushing your teeth makes your breath ___________________.

2. A giraffe is ____________________________ than a man.

3. It is better to look for the __________________________ fruit to have for a snack.

4. The ballroom was the _________________________ place I had ever seen.

5. Mum says I must eat ___________________________ at school.

6. The _________________________ animal is the cheetah.

7. Cinderella wished she had a _________________________ dress for the ball.

8. The __________________________ mountain in the world is Mount Everest.

Spelling | Year 1 | Term 2A | Week 5

Challenge Task

grandest grander taller quicker

quickest freshest fresher tallest

slower slowest
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grandest grander taller quicker
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Find the Missing Word Answers

fresher

taller

freshest 

grandest 

quicker 

quickest 

grander 

tallest 

Children’s own response 

e.g. A snail is slower than a slug but a sloth is the slowest of all.

slower slowest

This week, we are looking at adding ‘-er’ and ‘-est’ to adjectives without changing  
the adjective.

Choose the right spelling pattern to finish these sentences.


